
Kamoka Camp

NEW! Volunteering experience
at DAKTARI in luxury

accommodation in the bush



A BRAND NEW OFFER
Embark on an unparalleled volunteer journey with us! We are thrilled to introduce
our new combo package, presenting you with a one-of-a-kind opportunity to
become a full-time volunteer at DAKTARI while relishing the serenity of our newly
partnered Kamoka Camp.

Immerse yourself in teaching the children and caring for the animals throughout
the day, and then retreat to the tranquility of your very own Tiny House, nestled
with a picturesque view of our dam. This experience is truly exceptional and
exclusively tailored for you.

Weekdays will be dedicated to the complete teaching program, ensuring you make
a meaningful impact, while all your meals will be thoughtfully provided by
DAKTARI. It's a chance to create unforgettable memories while contributing to a
noble cause.



KAMOKA CAMP Find some quietness in the middle of nature
surrounded by wild animals in our
environmentally friendly tiny houses built in
South Africa.

The houses are completely independent and
respectful of the environment, relying on solar
Energy. Our aim is to not impact the
environment in any way. Relax and enjoy the
view!

The comfortable tiny houses are fully equipped
with a kitchen, en-suite bathroom and terrasse.
Unwind on the terrace while listening to the
numerous wild animals present on the farm
such as leopards, giraffes, impalas and
buffaloes.

Kamoka Camp’s commitment to sustainability
and environmental harmony ensures that the
presence of wild animals on the farm is a
testament to the preservation of natural
habitats and the coexistence of humans and
wildlife.

The camp takes great pride in the opportunity
to observe these majestic creatures in their
natural habitat, respecting their space and
promoting responsible wildlife conservation.



At Kamoka Camp, every detail has been carefully considered to
ensure a minimal environmental footprint and a deep connection
to the local community.

This commitment is reflected in the handcrafted furniture, the
sustainable construction methods, and the innovative off-grid
systems that power the camp.

Each tiny house is thoughtfully equipped with a fully functional
kitchen, allowing guests to prepare their own meals and indulge in
a personalized culinary experience. A braai is also available on the
terrace for you to experience nature all around while cooking some
food on an open fire. Immerse yourself in a tranquil holiday
experience where you have the freedom to set your own rhythm
and unwind at your leisure.



VOLUNTEERING AT DAKTARI
Monday through Friday you will be teaching a group of 8 children,
aged 13-15, about ways to protect the environment and its wildlife.
Lessons topics are about the ecosystem, wildlife crime and anti-
poaching, animal tracks and knowledge, as well as making South
Africa a better place!

The lessons begin at 9:00am until 4:30pm, and then we have group
talks with the kids about social issues such as safe sex or substance
abuse. Some lessons are done in our classroom, others are delivered
out in the bush, and all of them are very interactive with a lot of
educational activities.

We also make time for fun! You will play games with the children, join
them in the pool and dance around the bonfire to their favourite
songs!



With this exclusive offer, you'll be embraced as a dedicated full-time
volunteer at DAKTARI, engaging in every aspect of the volunteer
experience, from caring for animals in the mornings to conducting
lessons with the children and participating in optional evening
activities.

While mealtimes will be enjoyed at DAKTARI, you'll also have the
option to unwind and have some quiet downtime of your own at
Kamoka Camp, which offers fully equipped kitchens for added
convenience. This new opportunity is designed to provide more
flexibility and opportunities for relaxation.

However, your essential role in delivering daily lessons remains
integral, and your input will be valued during board meetings where
you can help decide which lessons you would like to assist with.
Embrace this chance to make a difference while enjoying a balanced
and enriching experience.



OUR RATES

Accommodation in one tiny house at Kamoka Camp
All meals at DAKTARI
Teaching material and support during your stay
Free wifi
Tea / coffee / water

What’s included?

The full amount (without bank fees) will be refunded if you cancel the booking 120 days
prior to arrival.
50% of the amount (taking bank fees) will be refunded if you cancel the booking 30 days
prior to your arrival.
There is no refund if the booking is cancelled 14 days prior to your arrival.

Terms & Conditions

International/national flights
Travel insurance (required)
Minibar

What’s not included?



Kamoka Camp

JOIN US NOW

To book your next adventure contact us at

info@daktaribushschool.org
 

+27 (0) 826 562 969

Ecotourism for Social Impact


